
SUR Marine ST 310

Price: £18,835 inc VAT

The ST310 Classic Tender is enriched with technical solutions that are becoming the reference for the
category. Care of details such as lateral step with courtesy light, and top dynamic behaviour thanks to
optimized weight distribution and a keel with highly variable angle. True best-sellers which now reached
the second generation.
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Specification

Builder/Designer

Year: 2024

Construction: grp

Engines

No. of Engines: 1

Make: Yamaha

Model: 20HP

Fuel Type: Petrol

Total Power: 20 hp

Dimensions

Beam (ft): 5.58

Length Overall (ft): 10.18

Ballast: 0.0

Location: 

Poole, UK
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Inventory

The ST310 Classic Tender is enriched with technical solutions that are becoming the reference for the category. Care of details
such as lateral step with courtesy light, and top dynamic behaviour thanks to optimized weight distribution and a keel with highly
variable angle. True best-sellers which now reached the second generation.

For over 20 years SUR Marine have been building boats exclusively in Italy, with care and passion.

Since 2016, SUR Marine UK have been working with Princess, Sunseeker, Pearl, Nordhavn, Sealine, Fairline, Prestige
customers supplying the best options for their requirements of a new tender.

SUR Marine Tenders represent the most versatile products, based on the needs of the modern day boater. They are designed to
match perfectly with four stroke outboard.

The ST310 Classic Tender is enriched with technical solutions that are becoming the reference for the category. Care of details
such as lateral step with courtesy light, and top dynamic behaviour thanks to optimized weight distribution and a keel with highly
variable angle. True best-sellers which now reached the second generation.

Great Boat for the Summer ready to go! 

 

Contact our Poole Office on 01202 679421 / 07802 264027 for more information or viewings

Disclaimer:
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor
warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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